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Software Architecture: Where is the Beef?

In the past 30 years, the hardware infrastructure that supports software applications has changed
many times. At the beginning were the mainframes and the minicomputers with dumb terminals.
With the arrival of the personal computers, developers started using the power of the user
machines and organizations switched to a client server model for large applications. The user
interface and part of the logic would be located on the PC. With the web, the processing
switched back to servers, especially at the beginning, before JavaScript and AJAX push back
some logic towards the browsers that however lacked standard behavior. The current trend is
toward mobile applications in a situation where connectivity is not always guaranteed. Software
developers try again to use some of the processing power of the device for their application,
taking out some code and data out of the servers. They have however to deal with the rapid
evolution of devices and multiple operating systems. The Cloud makes the architecture even
more complex. What is the impact of such changes for software developers? Modularity is an
important concept in software design and architecture. This allows changing the software
technology easily or moving part of an application between different material infrastructures.
Modularity has its drawbacks with a negative aspect on performance and possible network
latency. In an open connected architecture, developers must have contingency plans and mobile
apps should thus be able to work even with limited connectivity. As architecture spreads on
multiple location, this also increases the needs for security as the application could be attacked
from many entry points or during the exchange of data between separated software layers. You
have to decide how sensitive information could be distributed on third-party platforms (cloud,
mobile networks). What will be the next infrastructure for software? I don't know, but I am sure
that software developers will have to think deeper to achieve the sometimes contradictory
objectives of software architecture that are evolutivity and performance. Even in an Agile
context, software architecture is an important activity for the long-term viability of your
software applications.
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Getting Testing Done in the Sprint - 5 Method and Tool Tips

Clemens Reijnen, Clemens.Reijnen [at] Sogeti.nl, Sogeti,
http://www.ClemensReijnen.nl/

It is always challenging to create a piece of a software system that fulfills a customer need,
ready for use. Especially when it should be realized in an iteration of just three weeks, from an
idea to a fully functional and tested piece of the application. Achieving the ‘Definition of Done’
as it is called in the Scrum approach.

Agile approaches embrace short iteration cycles where releasable pieces of the software system
are created. Releasable means also tested. Unit tested, system tested, functional tested,
acceptance tested and often also performance and load tested. Making the item ready for use
should provide feedback for the development team. Feedback how they are doing and if it is
what the customer really needed.

Many teams find this a troublesome challenge and aren’t successful in it. They deliver half-done
products or a make workaround for the agile approach. In Scrum this is often called ‘Scrum
but’. Many agile workarounds contradict the reasons why a team adopted an agile approach. For
example a standalone test team or a separate test iteration to get the testing done will result in
less agility and less feedback loops.

This article will give you five tips how a clear practice with the support of tools will help teams
be more successful in delivering done products when using an agile approach. Actually many
tips will also be helpful for other methodologies and project approaches. This article uses
Microsoft Application Lifecycle Management tools as an example, but the tips are valid for any
other ALM tool suite. Many readers will possibly think “tools, wasn’t that evil in agile? People,
interactions versus tools and processes”. This is half-correct: it isn’t evil and yes interactions
are very important and solve miscommunications way better than tools and processes ever can.
However, tools can help. Tools and practices can support a way of working. Application
Lifecycle Management tools suites, integrated tools with a central repository for all involved
roles, support collaboration between roles. They support collaboration between artifacts these
roles create and teamwork between the work these roles execute. A recent Gartner report says
that "Driven by cloud and agile technologies, the ALM market is evolving and expanding." [1]

Tip 1: Get a team

This is actually not a tip, it is a must. This is a kind of obvious but not common and the hardest
thing to accomplish. Get a team, get testing knowledge in your team. When you don't have it,
you will fail. Teams and companies have failed to reach their agile software development goals
only because it was impossible to get different disciplines together in a team.

For example, the code implementation is done in an agile way, with Scrum boards and daily
standups together with the customer. This is done because the customer wanted to be more
flexible in what is needed in the system. However, software testing is done in a separate
iteration and cadence, because this role is the responsibility of a different department. Bugs are
found in functionality realized sprints ago, testers needs more detailed requirements descriptions
because they don't understand the backlog items, pushing the customer in the corner to be more
descriptive and freeze requirements until testing is done. The customer loses all the flexibility
he needed and gets frustrated. This is just a simple example how it could go wrong when you
don’t have a team. And there are thousands more.

http://www.clemensreijnen.nl/
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It isn’t easy to create a collaborative environment where all roles work seamless together.
Testers and developers are different, as a nice quote from Rob Kuijt [2] describes it:

In the D-world, the world of the Developers, we think Generalist Testers are pencil-pushing, nit-
picky quality geeks. Mostly they are beside the point and are easily replaced. They seem to like
making much noise about little defects, as if we made those errors deliberately....

In the T-world we don't hate the Developers for their perceptions. We are disappointed about the
poor quality of the software.  Bad assumptions on the part of Developers are more to blame for
the problems than are software weaknesses.

We never (or seldom) get software what will work right the first time. No, in the T-world we
think that developers forget for whom they are building software, it looks like they are building
for themselves...

If you try to combine these two worlds in one team, you definitely need to come up with a
Collaborative Culture:

The three most important concerns are:
• Trust.

• A topic closely associated with trust when it refers to people is Identity.
• Collaborative culture.

• A collaborative culture consists of many things, including:
• Collaborative leadership;
• Shared goals;
• Shared model of the truth; and
• Rules or norms.

• Reward.
• A “reward” for successful collaboration is most often of a non-financial nature.

"Show me the value" seems to be the magic word. Tests add knowledge during the grooming of
the backlog. They help the product owner to define proper acceptance criteria. Testers can help
to find improper written backlog items like inconsistencies in the flow of a business case for
example. A great test activity in the TMap testing approach can help: assessing the test base.
TMap is a test management approach which structures the testing effort by providing different
phases and tasks, see the TMap.NET web site for more details. Simply explained: tests find
bugs in the requirement. In both ways the test role helps the product owner and the team to
focus on value.

Tools can help. The Visual Studio 2010 TMap Testing Process template gives test activities a
more important place, helping the tester to get on board.

Visual Studio Process Templates are supporting a way of working. They contain several work
items types with a flow. For example, a bug work item type can go from the status ‘new’ to
‘assigned’ to ‘resolved’ and ‘verified’. Such a work item can hold a lot of information,
supporting the work that needs to be done to bring the work item to the next status. A process
template is easy to customize. Work item type fields, flow, validation and rights can be edited.
Creating a new type is also supported. For example the TMap Testing Process Template has an
additional type “Test Base Finding”, helping the management of problems found in the test base
(backlog).
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The ‘Testing’ Tab with test activities, next to the implementation tab.

Figure 1: Test Activities in Team Foundation Server

These are still two different worlds, but it gives a good visual reward of being connected. Many
teams probably won’t need an additional visualization of the testing effort and can use the
Scrum process template in combination with their testing methodology. This will help them to
get started. The manual test tool ‘Microsoft Test Manager’ (MTM) in Visual Studio is
interesting. It helps teams to get more connected as it shows the pain points where the
collaboration isn’t seamless. Adopting MTM can thus be a good start for agile teams to get
testing aboard, but be aware the interactions are more important than tools. The tools won’t fix
bad collaboration, mismatching identities, lack of trust and won’t give any reward.

Tip 2: Write logical acceptance tests

The previous tip “get a team” already explained the benefit of having testing knowledge
onboard during the requirements gathering. Two practices are mentioned: assessing the test base
and helping with acceptance criteria. This tip is close to the second practice, when the team
benefits from being able to capture acceptance criteria in logical test cases.

During the release planning meeting, you capture acceptance criteria and add them immediately
as logical test cases linked to the product backlog item. This will help the team to understand the
item and clarify the discussion. An even more important benefit of this tip is that it helps testers
be involved and be important at the early stages of the software cycle.

With product backlog items you could use the following use story style for the description (or
title): -- As a [role] I want [feature] So that [benefit] –  You can use a similar format for
acceptance criteria: -- Given [context] And [some more context] When [event] Then [outcome]
And [another outcome] --.
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Acceptance criteria are written like a scenario. SpecFlow [3] is a Behavior Driven Development
tool that also uses this way to describe scenarios, from where it binds the implementation code
to the business specifications. Tools can help to immediately create and link test cases to a
backlog item. Having them present for further clarification and ready to get physical specified
with test steps. Visual Studio Process templates support this kind of scenario. A Product
Backlog Item can have the fields ‘description’ and ‘acceptance criteria’.

 

Figure 2, Product backlog item form in TFS

It can also contain a linked test case. Create them from the Tab ‘Test Cases’ and give them a
meaningful title.

Figure 3: linking logical test cases with product backlog items
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You can re-use the logical test cases in Microsoft Test Manager by creating a sprint Test plan
and adding the backlog item to the test plan. The logical test cases will appear in your test plan,
ready for further specification.

Once I tried to implement this practice in a project where the testers didn’t agree. They were
afraid the developers would implement only the functionality that was written in the logical test
cases. Knowing on forehand what was going to be tested seemed a bad idea for them. I had to
work on Tip 1 first before the team could move forward.

Tip 3: Use a risk and business driven test approach.

When there is no risk, there is no reason to test. So, when there isn’t any business risk, there
aren't any tests and is it easy to fit testing in a sprint. More realistically, it is a healthy practice to
perform a good risk analysis on your product backlog items before starting to write thousands of
test cases.

Risk is also an important attribute in Scrum. The Scrum guide says:

The release plan establishes the goal of the release, the highest priority Product Backlog, the
major risks, and the overall features and functionality that the release will contain.

Products are built iteratively using Scrum, wherein each Sprint creates an increment of the
product, starting with the most valuable and riskiest.

Product Backlog items have the attributes of a description, priority, and estimate. Risk, value,
and necessity drive priority. There are many techniques for assessing these attributes.

Product risk analysis is an important technique within the TMap test approach. Risk analysis is
part of the proposed activities in the Master Test Plan of TMap: ‘Analyzing the product risks’. It
not only helps the Product Owner to make the right decisions, but it also gives the team
advantage in a later stage. Risk classification is invaluable while defining the right test case
design techniques for the Product Backlog Item.

“The focus in product risk analysis is on the product risks, i.e. what is the risk to the
organization if the product does not have the expected quality? ”  www.TMap.net

Having a full product risk analysis for every Product Backlog Item during the Release Planning
meeting is slightly overdone, but the major risks should be found. Determining the product risks
at this stage will also provide input for the Definition of Done list. Within the Visual Studio
Scrum 1.0 Process Template, Product Backlog Items are written down in the Work Item Type
‘Product Backlog Item’. This Work Item Type hasn’t got a specific field for risk classifications.
Adding a risk field is done easily. To integrate testing in a sprint, you should know the risks and
use test design techniques that cover those risks, writing only useful test cases.

Tip 4: Regression Test Sets

You can think of regression tests sets in the same context than tip 3. Some teams rerun every
test every sprint, this is time consuming and isn’t worth the effort. Having a clear understanding
of what tests to execute during regression testing raises the return of investment of the testing
effort and gives more time to specify and execute test cases for the features implemented during
the current sprint.
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Collecting a good regression set is important. There are a lot of approaches on how to get this
regressions set and most of them are based on risk classifications and business value (see the
previous tip).

"The principle is that from each test case a collection of additional data is determined into the
test cases for the regression test are ‘classified’. Using these classifications all cross sections
along the subsets of test cases can form the total test that are selected." [4]

Automation of this regression set is almost a must (see next tip: test automation). Creating a
good selection of test cases is not a trivial task. With Excel you can do some querying for proper
test cases but this gets harder when they are in different documents. Testing is more efficient if
you have good query tools so you can easily make a selection (and change this selection) of the
test cases that are part of the regression run.

A team I supported had more than 15.000 test cases distributed over about 25 feature test plans
and 10 Scrum teams. For the execution of the regression set, a query needed to be run over all
test cases to create a meaningful selection for the regression set.

Test cases in Team Foundation Server are stored as Work Item Types in the central database,
which has powerful query capabilities. You can write any query you want, save it and use it for
your regression test selection. The team I supported used query based test suites to save the
selections.

 

Figure 4: Microsoft Test Manager Query based test suite on priority

Microsoft Test Manager has an interesting capability to control the amount of regression testing
that need to be done during the sprint. A feature called “Test Impact” gives information about
test cases which are impacted by code changes [5]
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Tip 5: Test Automation

All validation activities (test) cost time and money. So, every activity to test a system should be
executed as efficiently as possible (see previous tips). Adding automation to the execution of
these validations saves execution time, which saves money. But the creation and especially the
maintenance of test automation cost time and money. So, the hard question is “what and how
should we automate for our system validations”, where is the breakeven point of test automation
in the project.

The ROI of test automation is a challenge. We have to think of how long is the test automation
relevant in our project (for example not all functional tests aren’t executed every sprint, only a
sub set, only the most important [6]) and how many times is the validation executed (how
many times over time and also on different environments). This gives us indications on how
much effort we must put in our test automation.

There are three basic test automation levels:
• No Automation
• Test Case Record and Playback
• Test Scripts

Visual Studio adds two other levels.
• No Automation
• Shared steps with Record and Playback (action recording)
• Test Case Record and Playback (action recording)
• Test Scripts (Generated Coded UI)
• Test Scripts (Manual created Coded UI)

Any other test automation tool will probably add his own value, but let’s focus on Visual Studio
levels.

All these automation levels have an investment and a maintainability level. The better you can
maintain a test case, the longer you can use it for your ever evolving software system. That is
the connection between ‘how long’ and ‘how well maintainable’. Another connection is the
effort it takes to create the automation. The benefit is that you can execute your script over and
over again.

The ideal situation is a test script with very small investment to create, used for a test that needs
to be executed the whole life of the application and that doesn’t change overtime. No
investment, no maintainability issues, maximum amount of executions. Result: maximum ROI.

Too bad, we’re not living in the ideal world. So we need to make some tradeoffs.

1. No automation.

No need for maintainable test scripts, no automation investment. I have customers who use
Microsoft Test Manager for test case management only, and they are happy with it. They
maintain thousands of test cases and their execution, gathering information about the test
coverage of the implemented functionality.

In most situations, this is an ideal starting point for adopting Microsoft Test Manager and
starting to look at test case automation. As a test organization, you will get used to the benefit of
integrated ALM tools that support all kind of ALM scenarios.
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2. Shared Steps with Action Recording - Record Playback parts.

Collecting an action recording takes some effort. You have to think up-front what you want to
do, and often you have to execute the test case several times to get a nice and clean action
recording. So there is some investment to create an action recording that you can reuse over and
over again. In Microsoft Test Manager you can’t maintain an action recording. When an
application under test changes, or when the test cases change, you have to record every step
again. A fragile solution for automation.

Using Shared Steps (reusable test steps) with their own action recording solves this a bit.

Figure 5: Playback share steps in Microsoft Test Runner

Find the test steps that appear in every test case, make a shared step of these steps and add an
action recording to it. Optimize this action recording and reuse the shared step in every test case.
This definitely improves the ROI. Now you can fast-forward all the boring steps and focus on
the real test.

The good thing is that when a shared steps changes, you only have to record that one again.
Creating multiple shared steps with action recording and composing a test case is also a good
scenario. After the zero investment, this is a good next step. You get used to the behavior of
action recordings and have the benefit of reusing them throughout the project.

Action recordings of shared steps keep their value the whole project, there is some effort to
create and maintain them but you will execute them for every test case, a good ROI.

3. Test Cases with Action Recordings - Full Test Case Record Playback.

This is the same activity than for the Shared Steps action recordings, but you will use the action
recording less and it is harder to maintain (more test steps). The ROI is thus much lower than in
the Shared Steps situation.
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The scenario where you create the action recording and execute often, for example on many
different environments, will provide benefits. Microsoft Test Manager action recordings can be
recorded on one environment and playback on another environments.

Another reason you might want to go with this scenario, is that you want to reuse the action
recording for test script generation. See next step.

4. Generate test script from action recording.

This is a really nice scenario for quickly creating test automation scripts. See this How To video
[7]. The maintainability of the generated code is hard. There are some tools in place to react on
UI changes, which make it easier. With Visual Studio 2012, the Code UI Map Test Editor is
available to edit search criteria, rename controls and create methods.

Figure 6: Visual Studio UIMap editor

Due to the UI Map XML, some common development practices like branching, merging and
versioning of the test script are a challenging task.

In conclusion, the creation of test scripts generated from action recordings is really fast but hard
to maintain. Together with the recording of the action recording (number 2), this influences the
return on investment.

5. Write your own Test Script (by using the Coded UI Framework).

You can write the test automation script yourself, following all the good coding principles of
maintainability and reusability like separation of concerns, KISS principle, Don't Repeat
Yourself, etc. The Codeplex project Code First API Library is a nice starting point.

This automation scenario is the complete opposite of the generated test script (3). This one is
hard to create, it will take some effort, but is (if implemented well) very maintainable, and you
can follow all the coding practices and versioning strategies.

Microsoft Test Manager with Coded UI supports different test automation scenarios. From a fast
creation with some maintainability (2 and 3) pay off, to harder creation with better
maintainability (4). It is a good to think up front about test automation before starting to use the
tools randomly.
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My rules of thumb are:

• Use levels 3 and 4 in a sprint and maybe in a release timeframe, but not longer.
Maintainability will ruin the investment.

• Use level 5 for system lifetime tests. They run as long as the system code runs and should be
treated and have the same quality than the code. Don’t use it for tests you only run in a
sprint, the effort will be too big.

• Use levels 1 and 2 always whenever you can. It supports several ALM scenarios and the
shared steps action recording really is a good test record-playback support with some good
ROI.

Conclusion

These five tips should make your software testing effort more efficient. And they will not only
work in agile projects, but they will work in all types of project. In agile projects you will just
feel the pain earlier when things go less efficiently than planned. These are not the only tips that
will bring benefits to your project. I encourage you to create and try your own tips and improve
them for every sprint. On my blog www.ClemensReijnen.nl, I have written several more tips
and feel free to add yours.
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Testing Performance of Mobile Apps - Part 1: How Fast Can Angry Birds Run?

Newman Yang, www.xbosoft.com, blog.xbosoft.com

Introduction

Mobile computing is the next step in the evolution of computing where mobile devices become
the client device rather than a PC. With new development technologies and platforms, the cost
of entry in building a software application, especially a mobile application, is much lower than it
was 5 or even 2 years ago. This can be coupled with SaaS based business models that shift user
expectations and increase their demands for usability and performance as they can easily
download someone else’s application for a free trial if they are not happy with yours. So with
more competition and more picky users, quality is a main concern for both new entrants to the
market, and those that have existing users and are giving access to their software via a mobile
device.

For mobile quality assurance and testing, one of the most critical concerns is mobile user
experience, and a primary component of the user experience relies on the performance of the
application. Evaluating and testing the performance of a mobile application is not as straight
forward as evaluating and testing the performance of traditional web-based solutions as there are
several other variables such as application structure (browser versus native), network used (2G,
3G, 4G, etc.), payload structure, etc. When we do mobile performance testing, we like to
systematically decompose the tests as follows:

Client application performance:

This system component has two variables; browser versus native application, coupled with the
device’s own hardware and software configuration. For the device configuration, we consider
the normal variations of model, processor, and memory, and its usage of those resources when
executing typical user scenarios. Similar to comparing a Client-Server application versus a
Browser-server application, for mobile we consider a native application still as a client if it
needs remote access to a server application. Some native applications, for example a dictionary
or a solitary card game are totally stand-alone. But these days, many native applications reside
on the mobile device and still communicate readily with a server application. The native
application is sometimes used for better presentation, security and more flexible configuration
as opposed to a browser based application.

Mobile browser-based application performance is usually heavily dependent on network and
server application performance. The performance is usually slower as a result and leads to a
reduced user experience. In addition, some browsers may have higher performance than others
as there is no standard. Your server application also needs to be able to recognize the
device/browser combination in order to render properly.

Network performance

The application may behave differently on different networks as network protocols impact
throughput and delays. Often our clients want us to test on different networks and in different
countries because carriers sometimes place overhead on data transmission and network latency
can vary. Latency is dependent on the application in how efficient it is in its transmission
method-algorithms and the amount of data transmitted as well, which is often referred to as
payload.

http://www.xbosoft.com/
http://blog.xbosoft.com/
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For a native mobile application, the user’s perception of performance can be improved
depending on how much of the application and its data reside on the local device versus the
server application. In a way, we have gone backwards to the client-server application paradigm
where we want to store more data on the device to reduce the network delay while at the same
time the local computing device has limited capacity. This is changing with newer 4G LTE
networks and the most recent devices with dual processors and large amounts of RAM, but 4G
still has limited coverage, and the latest devices can be over $600 depending on what subsidies
you get through carrier service packages.

Server performance

Whether a browser based application or a native application, there will still be many computing
cycles and data transactions server-side, whether cloud-based or web-server based with various
infrastructure options. Examining the server performance is similar to measuring website or
webapp performance where we need to decompose our analysis into the components of the
server that are providing the services including the database, application server, and associated
hardware.

Each of these components has many variables that can result in numerous permutations. In
addition, each permutation involves interaction between its components which could
significantly impact performance yet is sometimes unpredictable and dependent on the situation
and context. Given this, there are many performance testing tools that try to account for these
variables, but no tool can solve all parts of the equation, and most tools are specialized towards
a specific platform and testing aspect, i.e. iPhone native app performance.

Mobile Performance Testing for Local Applications

Given the complex nature of mobile application performance testing, in this article we’ll address
mobile client application performance for a native application (versus browser based, see
above). We decided to test a local native application because native applications primarily use
local resources and the results will be more dependable and controlled whereas browser based
applications can be heavily dependent on the server side application and network. We’ll discuss
some of the tools used for local device and application performance testing, laying out the
considerations made, and the results along the way. This article is the first of a series. Future
articles will discuss mobile performance testing from the network and server application
perspectives.

As with any testing, we need to have a clear objective, structured approach, and parameters
defined before we get started. At minimum, we need the following:

Parameter Possible Values
Objective Discover performance based on different hardware/software

configurations with the same application for a defined task.
Discover which platform meets a set performance objective
with the least cost.
Determine which platform uses the least resources.

Type of application Game
E-commerce
Banking
Information
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Point of view Gamer
Shopper
Developer
Tester
Buyer

Defined task Buy a product
Look up a ticker symbol
Obtain a bank balance, transfer money amongst accounts
Kill a man with spear
Start an application
Download one page of information
Start up the game

Table 1. Determining Test Objectives and Parameters

When we examine our goals, we can develop a more definitive objective statement such as:
For this test, our objective from the point of view as a gamer is to determine, for the game of
Angry Birds (a local mobile native application for the Android platform), the impact on CPU
and memory configuration, of the typical tasks of: starting the game and the 2d/3d movement
characteristics of throwing the bird a far distance as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Angry Birds

Based on these objectives, we begin to examine tools and what they can do for us in meeting our
goals. We need this type of contextual information for our tests because certain types of
applications require different types of resources. For instance, resources that are critical to the
performance of a gaming application with 3D graphics such as the CPU are different than what
may be critical to a language dictionary, which may need more and quicker memory for a large
database. So when we design our test, we need to think carefully about what we are trying to
figure out, and how we will do that.

In testing, we always do verification, whether it is verification of data, defects, etc… And the
same goes for local mobile device performance testing and the tools we use. Sometimes, we get
different results from different tools. Hopefully, they are the same, or similar in order to make a
conclusion about the performance of the device. Nevertheless, we need to verify.
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As such we often choose several tools; a minimum of two, but hopefully three, in order to verify
our results. To illustrate some local performance testing on three identical phones, we chose
Quadrant, Smartbench, and Linpack to see how they compared and analyzed the results in light
of our objective in investigating performance with Angry Birds.

Using Quadrant

Quadrant Advanced (made by Aurora Softworks) is a popular free tool for testing mobile device
performance for the Android platform.

Figure 2. Quadrant by Aurora Softworks

After running the tests, it will connect with the Quadrant database and generate a comparison
table including your device and some popular devices that are updated by Aurora Softworks on
a periodic basis. While the performance of the other devices can be used for comparison
purposes, we usually like to test with the real device because the particular configuration of the
phones in their database is not shown. As shown in Figure 2, the horizontal axis on the top
shows the total score. Note that these scores are used for relative purposes and there is no
indicator of good or bad performance. In other words, 1000 has no meaning other than if Phone
1 has performance of 1000 and Phone 2 has a performance rating of 500, then Phone 1 performs
twice that of Phone 2. At the bottom of screen, it shows details for the current device as total
score and score for each of the following performance characteristics:
• CPU - Performance of device’s Central Processing Unit. The higher the score the faster it

can process data and instructions.
• Mem - Similar to a computer’s RAM and used for saving data as well as operational

computations and tasks. Its performance and task are heavily associated with the CPU. If the
score is too low, it will also cause the application slow response or even crash.

• I/O - Input and output and represents speed for read and write to peripherals and bus
operations.

• 2D and 3d - Indicates the processing speed for graphics. Most of popular games such as
Angry Birds need strong 2D and 3D.
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Obviously, different applications have different requirements in order to perform well. For
example, some games need strong 3D graphics, while other applications that don’t have strong
presentation or motion requirements just need a suitable CPU and enough memory. On the other
hand, they may need strong processing and a lot of memory management and swapping.

Quadrant is an excellent tool when you have limited devices and you want to compare the
performance of a few real devices to several others which you do not have. For instance, if you
are a developer and want to investigate if your financial stock trading application for Android
has performance issues on some popular devices and you do not enough time and resources to
test on many devices.

The developer can only executed the application on three devices that are on hand (Lenovo A1,
HTC Desire HD, Motorola ME 860) but wants to see how the performance on other popular
devices compares with the three devices tested. Again as mentioned earlier, these are still just
ballpark comparisons because the configuration of their list of compared devices is not
provided.

For our tests, the three devices tested with their hardware, operating system and price (everyone
is concerned with price and performance) is shown in table 2:

 Lenovo A1
HTC Desire
HD Motorola Me860

Android Version V2.3.4 V2.2 V2.2
Price $110 $380 $420

CPU

Qualcomm
MSM7627T
800MHz

Qualcomm
MSM8255
1024MHz

Nvidia     Tegra2
1024MHz

Memory RAM 512MB RAM 768MB RAM 1024MB

Table 2. Price and Phone/OS tested

After executing Quadrant on all three devices, we had the following results (note that higher
numbers indicate better/stronger performance):

 Lenovo A1 HTC Desire HD Motorola Me860
Total Score 730 1446 2054
CPU 760 1963 2262
Memory 911 1094 2584
I/O 478 2602 2910
2D 357 565 546
3D 1145 1006 1967

Table 3. Results from Quadrant by Aurora Softworks

As seen in Table 3, the HTC Desire HD and Motorola ME 860 are much stronger than the
Lenovo A1 in CPU, I/O and 2D. So we can presume that if the application has no performance
issues on the Lenovo A1, it should also not have performance issues on the other devices.
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Figure 3. Quadrant results for our 3 phones tested

It is also important to note the difference between the HTC and Motorola device. They are about
the same, with the Motorola incrementally better except in memory and 3D where the Motorola
device performs twice as well as the HTC device. So depending on the nature of the stock
trading application and the typical user scenarios, we would guess that it would not matter very
much since stock trading is not done in 3D and memory performance is not that important.
However, for a 3D game, we suspect that the Motorola device would perform much better. Also
notice that the Lenovo A1, for 3D, performed better than the HTC Desire HD, so although it
lagged behind severely for other categories, it had good 3D performance. Something worth
investigating further.

Another test we often conduct is to test the same device but with different operating system, i.e.
Android 2.2 versus Android 2.3. In general when designing tests, we like to have many
parameters but only vary one at a time, as in a controlled lab experiment. Otherwise it’s too
difficult to ascertain what changed the performance.

As a tester, Quadrant can help us to determine if performance issues are caused by the device or
the application itself. For example, since the Motorola Me860 performs much better for 3D than
both the HTC and Lenovo device according to Quadrant, we can use this information for our
analysis of the performance-related play characteristics of 3D games for the 3 phones.

Scenario Lenovo A1 HTC Desire HD Motorola ME 860
1. Launch Angry Bird V2.1.1 19 seconds 14 seconds 10 seconds
2. Throw the bird to a far
distance 8 seconds 6 seconds 5 seconds

Table 4. Results for launching Angry Birds on 3 phones

As seen in Table 4, we launched Angry Birds to verify the 3D results and determine if their
magnitude was correct. The Lenovo device performed at about half the level of the Motorola in
our device tests, but better than we expected when compared to the HTC. We also conducted a
typical task of throwing the bird and it appears the Lenovo did quite well in this situation when
compared to its Quadrant test scores.
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Using Smartbench

Smartbench is another popular tool with similar capabilities as Quadrant. We don’t like to
assume, as mentioned above, so we always use more than one tool for relative validation of
results with the same device. Smartbench only has two general performance measurements:
productivity and games. Practically speaking, productivity is related to business applications
that may involve calculations and data transfer and therefore use significant CPU and memory
while games performance is related to graphics.

Using the same devices, we found that the results are very similar to those from Quadrant. The
Lenovo A1 tested weaker than other two devices in both productivity and game performance.

Items Lenovo A1
HTC
Desire HD Motorola ME 860

Productivity 383 1212 2732
Game 909 1045 2488

Table 5. Smartbench comparison table

Figure 4. Smartbench Performance Results
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Examining the test results in Figure 4 and Table 5, it’s easy to see that the Motorola device is
highest performer in both Productivity and Games. But what is most interesting is the scale or
percentage increase and that the Motorola device performed significantly better than the HTC
device in both of these categories similar to the Memory and 3D performance characteristics in
the Quadrant test results.

Using Linpack

We often use another tool to further verify results called Linpack which measures CPU floating
point performance. Single Thread depicts the results of executing a single threaded program
while Multi-Thread depicts results from executing a multi-threaded program, showing different
CPU performance characteristics dependent on the type of application.

If we only run simple applications that don’t need multiple threads, such as composing email,
the CPU processes it as single thread, but if composing email and listening to music at the same
time or running a complex application that has simultaneous tasks, CPU will process them as
multi-thread.

As seen in the results in Table 6, the most important item is MFLOPS which means Millions of
Floating Point Operations per Second. Obviously, the more the MFLOPS it can execute, the
better. ‘Time’ is the length of time to execute a certain program, where less is better.
Condensing the results into table format, we get the following:

 Lenovo A1
HTC
Desire HD Motorola ME 860

Single Thread
(MFLOPS) 9.914 39.01 38.938
Time 8.46 2.15 2.15
Multi Thread
(MFLOPS) 8.554 32.511 51.961
Time 19.72 3.25 3.24

Table 6. Linpack comparison table
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Figure 5. Linpack Performance Results

From the comparison table, we can see that for the single threaded test, the HTC Desire HD has
similar performance as the Motorola ME 860, while the Lenovo A1 is much slower. However,
for Multi-Threaded performance, the Motorola ME 860 is better than HTC Desire HD, 51.9
versus 32.5, almost 60% higher. Therefore, the Motorola ME 860 can process multi-threaded
tasks much faster than the HTC Desire HD.

In real life what this means is that when running a complex application (such as Angry Birds) or
executing many applications simultaneously, (such as doing email, SMS, running a game in the
background and playing music) the Motorola ME 860 will be much faster than the HTC Desire
HD. But for some simple applications, such as a 2D game, the Motorola ME 860 will be no
faster than the HTC Desire HD. So this really gets back to our user scenarios and profiles under
which we design our tests. We really need to think carefully about what the user will really do,
not in a lab environment, but in real life. Will they do only one thing at a time? Probably not.

To examine and verify this, we decided to check if Angry Birds could run smoothly while
playing music (playing one mp3) at the same time. We also recorded performance for deleting
100 SMS messages simultaneously.

Scenarios Lenovo A1 HTC Desire HD Motorola ME 860
Play Angry Bird V2.1.1 and play
music at the same time

Slight
discontinuity
but tolerable Continuous Continuous

Play Angry Birds and delete 100
SMS simultaneously 4 seconds 3 seconds 2 seconds

Table 7. Executing real life scenarios
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Besides the above example scenarios, we can also do different verification tests such as calling,
playing other games, etc. More than likely, the results will tell us that the Lenovo A1’s
performance is worse than the other two devices. But, getting back to our price in Table 2, the
Lenovo still can provide users with the ability to play Angry Birds while doing other basic
phone functions. So, for those with a limited budget, the Lenovo can meet their needs.

Summary

In summary, when conducting mobile performance tests, you need to narrow down your scope
and objective. Sometimes your objective may shift slightly as tests are executed and you adapt
based on your results. In all cases, you should run the same tests on the same devices with
different tools in order to validate your results. Variables in your tests can include:

• Operating system

• Device Model

• CPU

• RAM

When you get the results, you need to examine them carefully in order to uncover any
inconsistencies, and then run more tests to verify and reason why these inconsistencies occurred
and under what situations. You also need to cross-verify with multiple tools in order to weed out
any inconsistent performance characteristics. Choice of the tool is not as important as the
analysis and achieving of your objective. Of course if you have no objective, you’ll most likely
not achieve it.

Getting back to the bigger picture, the performance of the device and the application are tied
together, and are specific to the user scenario and the user’s goals. As we have shown, the
Lenovo, although performs worse than the other two phones, can still get the job done for much
less. If I am a developer, and I want to test my application on phones that I think have good
market penetration, I may not be shooting for the greatest performance on the expensive phones.
Rather, I want to make sure my application works acceptably on less expensive phones with
more market share.

Aside from the local device, if you test your application locally, and discover that it has
acceptable performance, but still performs poorly in a real situation, it usually can be attributed
to either network or application server performance constraints. We’ll cover each of these in a
future article.
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Test-driven Test Code Development - Unit testing Page Objects

Markus Gaertner, it-agile GmbH, www.it-agile.de, www.testingdojo.org

Test automation is software development. Some people learn this the hard way. But if we take
this sentence seriously, wouldn’t it mean that we have to use the same practices to develop our
automation code that we use to write our production code? That would mean that we should use
continuous integration, code metrics, as well as design patterns. But foremost doesn’t that mean
that we should use test-driven development to develop it?

In the following article, I will exploit this idea. We will discuss several ways to use test-driven
development for the page object pattern. The page object pattern is used to test web
applications. The popular web testing toolkit Selenium [1] provides build-in support for page
objects. But let’s first define what the page object pattern is, and then explore some of the
options we have for test-driving it.

I will focus on Java implementations for page objects. The mechanisms are similar in different
languages.

PageObjects 1on1

The main idea behind the page object pattern is to encapsulate dependencies towards the user
interface in objects. Sometimes folks use a hierarchy of objects for this, but often a collection of
plain objects does the trick as well. A page object is an object or class in programming code that
provides fields and functions to manipulate the contents of a web page. One page object
represents one particular page in your web application, or it could represent one particular piece
of multiple web pages, like a search field visible on multiple pages of your web application.

Consider a web application page that is composed by different page elements like text fields,
text links and buttons. We interact with the application by either entering some text on the web
page or clicking on a link or a button. These are two typical interactions. For entering
information like text fields or selecting an entry from a dropdown list, the page object provides
methods that take parameters accordingly. For example if we have a form that takes three
parameters, interprets them as side lengths of a triangle, and does something with that, we might
want to come up with a function like the following:

public void enterSideLengths(String side1, String side2, String
side3) throws Exception {
...

}

Here we have a method that interacts with the page, and enters the given three side lengths into
some fields.

For navigation there is either a link that we want to follow or a button that we press. We also
encapsulate this behavior in its own function. Unlike pure interaction functions with the same
page, these functions return a new page object where the according action will lead to. For
example imagine we want to click a search result in a list of search results.

www.it-agile.de
www.testingdojo.org
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Our page object might provide a convenient function to do so:

public ResultPage clickOnResult(String linkText) throws Exception
{
...

}

Any further actions will be followed up on the resulting page object.

While working with other frameworks like Cucumber [2], FitNesse [3], or whatever you may be
using, the page object pattern provides separation of concerns. The interaction with the user
interface is encapsulated in the page objects. The responsibility for the flow of actions lies then
in the step definitions, fixture classes, or whatever your framework provides similar to that. This
means that these classes will also need to take care of the bookkeeping, like on which page the
driver currently is. If we want to unit test page objects, our unit tests will play the role of this
particular support code, like step definitions or fixture classes.

There is another observation worth noting. Page objects can be expressed on a fairly low level,
and on more and more abstract levels. For example for the triangle page we might provide three
different functions, one for each side length. Or we might combine the three side lengths
together in a single function. The trade-off we make as designers of this code lies in coupling.
The code with three different functions for each side length will be coupled more tightly to the
actual implementation of the user interface. If we, for example, decide to allow a single test field
with three comma-separated side lengths in the future, we will need to change our tightly
coupled code, while our single function page object just needs to change internally.

On the other hand, more abstract page objects might need more logic to handle different inputs.
Usually that means that the cyclomatic complexity [4] for our page object will rise. The
cyclomatic complexity metric measures the amount of conditional logic in a given piece of
code. For a cyclomatic complexity of 10, we need at least 11 tests to end up with a good test
coverage. In summary, this means that we will need more unit tests if we go for the more
abstract interfaces in our page objects. By avoiding the high coupling to the actual user
interface, we have to write more tests for more complicated code.

Unit testing PageObjects

In order to really test-drive a page object, we have to find a way to instantiate our page object.
There are two convenient ways that Selenium supports through the
PageFactory.initElements(WebDriver driver, Class<?> clazz) method. Either
the page object class provides a constructor that takes a WebDriver as an argument, or it does
have a default constructor. The PageFactory.initElements method will look for any WebElement
fields that are annotated with the @FindBy or @FindBys annotation, and initialize these using
the driver to look up the according reference from the page itself. Since recent versions of
Selenium the PageFactory also supports WebElement fields that reflect the id or classname in
their field name.

After initialization all WebElements will be instantiated so that any following function call can
make use of all the fields, like using sendKeys on an input element. For a unit test I would
prefer to use mocks instead of starting a browser each time. The class WebDriver itself is an
interface. This is the same for WebElement. Therefore it’s pretty easy to mock these classes. For
a unit test of a page object, I am going to use Mockito [5] to mock these dependencies.
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First, I annotate a WebDriver field in my unit test, and initialize the mocks and the page object
in a dedicated setup. In a test I can then model the concrete interactions with the web elements
that are on the page by mocking them as well:

@Mock
WebDriver driver;

SomePage page;

@Before
public void setUp() {

initMocks(this);
page = initElements(driver, SomePage.class);

}

@Test
public void test() {

WebElement element = mock(WebElement.class);
when(driver.findElement(argThat(matchesSomethingImportant()))).th

enReturn(element);
}

For any interaction with the webpage, I will have to verify the according interaction on the
mock that I return through my mocked driver:

@Test
public void test() {

WebElement element = mock(WebElement.class);
when(driver.findElement(argThat(matchesSomethingImportant

()))).thenReturn(element);
page.enterSomething("1234");

verify(element).sendKeys("1234");
}

In this example the input “1234” shall be forwarded to the important element. Using different
matchers we can also model more complex interactions. At that point though, I would like to
come up with a more fluent API for my unit tests. For the time being that given example should
suffice though. Engaged readers should take a closer look into Growing Object-oriented
Software - Guided by Tests from Steve Freeman and Nat Pryce [6].
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Test my page objects

We took a brief look on page objects and how to treat them in unit tests. There is one striking
thought: how good is the test given above? There are some flaws with it. It is highly coupled to
the implementation of the page object itself. Once this page object changes only slightly, it’s
likely that we will have to re-write our test cases. But that might be intended. In the long run we
have to keep in mind the total cost of test ownership. If the page object tests turn out to be too
brittle and fail too often unintended, then we might be better off without them. At least we
should think about this situation, and follow-up as a team.

If we end up with more complicated page objects, we are better off writing some unit tests.
Future test maintainers will be glad to have a reference with our current thoughts that they can
program against. Using mocking will help make these tests fast without the need to start a real
browser for WebDriver in the background. In my experience far too few people come up with
the thought that test automation is software development, and we should also test our test
automation code if it gets too complex. [7] Discuss in your team a threshold base line for getting
started with unit tests for your test automation code. Your team and yourself will be glad about a
base line unit test suite in the future once you need to maintain your test code.
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eFitNesse: A Java Testing Framework
 for Embedded OSGi Programming

Marcus Harringer, MicroDoc Computersysteme, http://www.microdoc.de/

Existing Java testing methodologies for embedded systems suffer from weak tooling support for
automated embedded test execution. As a result, automated test cases are often executed on the
development machine instead of the actual target device. eFitNesse is a Java testing framework
that supports execution of tests on the target hardware platform. Moreover, eFitNesse provides
an easy to learn markup-language to define these tests. eFitNesse is based on the FitNesse
acceptance testing framework [7]. eFitNesse extends FitNesse by means of remote test
execution for OSGi applications on Java ME enabled target platforms. We have introduced
eFitNesse within our customer projects, which we also present in this paper. We describe our
practical experience with eFitNesse for testing software components of conditional access
systems of a leading company.

1. Challenges in Embedded Software Development

One of the main challenges when developing embedded systems is the fact that development
and execution take place on different platforms. Ideally, application code and corresponding
automated tests are executed on the target execution platform. Common practice, however, is
that automated tests are mostly performed on the development machine using simulators -tests
on the target platform are often performed manually.

Another challenge in software development is customer acceptance. Developer understanding
and customer expectation based on written requirement specifications often differ drastically.
These misunderstandings can result in problems which are recognized fairly late in the
development process, particularly when acceptance tests are performed with the final software
version only.

Why not encourage the customer to express his requirements and expectations as acceptance
tests in a human readable (while also executable) form ? If this method is adopted, developers
are able to implement the software which fulfils the defined requirement tests, and acceptance
procedures become a verification process of the test execution. FitNesse closes this gap by
providing a wiki with an easy to learn markup language to define acceptance tests and an
extensible feature set to execute and verify these tests.

In this paper we present our modified version of FitNesse, called eFitNesse, a bundle that
enables OSGi applications to be tested via the FitNesse wiki interface. eFitNesse enables OSGi
applications that can either run on the development machine or on an embedded Java ME-
enabled target device. eFitNesse can be seamlessly integrated into the already available Eclipse
plug-in for FitNesse [11].

2 Traditional Testing Methodologies

In this section we want to compare two projects: one that uses a traditional approach of testing,
and one that uses eFitNesse. But before we start, we have to discuss the different levels of
testing.

http://www.microdoc.de/
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2.1 Levels of Testing

Testing software can be done at several levels of abstraction. We can define the following
levels:
• Unit Isolation Testing
• Unit Integration Testing
• Acceptance Testing

Unit Isolation Testing describes the task of testing software at a very fine grained level. Usually,
application components are tested in isolation even if they are designed to run within a
framework such as OSGi. The most successful unit testing framework for the Java programming
language is doubtless JUnit by Kent Beck and Erich Gamma [4]. A common way to achieve
isolation are Mock objects [5] [6].

Unit Integration Tests are used to test interaction of application components. In an OSGi
environment, interaction describes the co-operation of different bundles or services. In the
embedded space, integration testing also includes testing on the target execution environment.
However, due to a lacking tool support for target integration tests, such tests are most often
performed on the development environment by using JUnit on a device simulation.

Acceptance Tests are usually performed by customers in order to test if the application meets its
requirements. Also developers perform some acceptance tests but these tests may be different to
the customer tests. The FitNesse acceptance testing framework [7] can be used to define
common (and executable) acceptance tests. Moreover, these acceptance tests can be automated.
However, the current implementation of FitNesse is limited to non-embedded applications.

Figure 1 shows a traditional embedded testing scenario for OSGi applications. The figure shows
an OSGi application with its corresponding tests that are executed on the development machine
and on the target execution platform. Each bundle on the development site contains some unit
testing code that is usually executed by JUnit. Unit integration tests will also be performed on
the development machine by using JUnit. On the target, unit testing code is not available any
more. Testing on the target platform is limited to acceptance tests that are performed manually
in most cases.

2.2 Two Projects

We now want to compare two fictive projects: project A will follow a traditional approach of
testing and project B will use eFitNesse. These projects will discuss common development
problems and highlight the benefits when using eFitNesse. These example projects may be
somehow overbooked, but we think this is a good way to bring out the advantages for the
customer and the developer when using eFitNesse.

2.2.1 Project A

Project A starts with a requirements specification which serves as a manual for development.
During development, developers perform unit and unit integration tests. These tests are mostly
executed on the development machine. Developers also perform some kind of acceptance tests
on the device.
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Figure 1: A Traditional Testing Scenario for Embedded OSGi Applications

These acceptance tests are performed manually and may be different to the acceptance tests
from the customer. After a few months, the code is ready for delivery. On the customer side, the
software will go through an acceptance testing cycle to verify its quality and if it meets its
requirements. Because there is no tool to automate acceptance tests on the device, the customer
has to perform his tests manually, which takes 4 weeks.

After 3 weeks the customer notices that the software has some bugs, because the application has
a different behavior on the device than on the development machine. Moreover, the customer
needs some change requests to be implemented. Developers have misinterpreted two chapters of
the requirement specification. After fixing the bug and implementing the change requests, the
customer starts again his 4 week testing cycle.

2.2.2 Project B

Project B also starts with a requirements specification. Additional to the requirements
specification, the customer defines executable acceptance tests for eFitNesse. During
development, developers perform unit tests on the development machine but also execute unit
integration tests on the target device. Moreover, developers will continuously execute the
customer’s acceptance tests. After a few months, the code is ready for delivery.

Figure 2: eFitNesse Testing Scenario for Embedded OSGi Applications
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On the customer side, the software will go through an acceptance testing cycle too. The
customer now tests his acceptance tests by using eFitNesse, which takes some hours including
setup and testing. There may exist test cases that cannot be automated. However, the bigger part
of the acceptance tests have been tested automatically. After 2 weeks, the customer has verified
the software and is happy about that the software meets its requirements.

3. Improve Embedded Software Quality with eFitNesse

Testing embedded software requires sophisticated tool support for being accepted and
successful. In this chapter we describe eFitNesse, a Java testing framework for embedded
software. eFitNesse is directed towards the following goals:

• 
 
support for unit integration and acceptance tests

• 
 
execute tests on the target execution environment

• remote test control and evaluation

• 
 
debugging support for tests

A typical scenario of using eFitNesse is shown in Figure 2. Basically, eFitNesse adds support
for unit integration tests on the target environment. The framework also covers acceptance tests
in order to rely on only one tool for embedded testing. In an OSGi framework, unit integration
tests verify bundles and its services.

3.1 eFitNesse Test Infrastructure

Basically, eFitNesse distributes test execution and verification on the development and
execution platform. While verification will be performed on the development machine, test
execution actually happens on the target execution platform.

Figure 3: eFitNesse Architecture

To be more precise, testing with eFitNesse comprises four activities:

1. write the code

2. write the test

3. deploy code and test

4. test execution and verification
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Figure 3 shows the overall architecture. On the development site, you need an integrated
development environment and a web browser. The first two activities cover writing the
application code and the test code. Both parts will be OSGi bundles. Which part you write first,
depends on the process model you follow. For example, the TDD approach decides to write the
test first. The next step is to deploy both parts: the application code and the test code. In order to
execute the tests, you have to start the OSGi framework with all application and test bundles on
the target device first. Triggering a test can now be done via a web browser. All tests will be
executed on the target device and test-results will be returned to the web browser when all tests
are finished.

In order to get a feeling about the web interface for testing we refer to Figure 4. The figure
shows a simple test case that tests if all required bundles are in state ACTIVE. The bundles are
actually running on a remote embedded device.

In the following sections we will take a detailed look at the implementation of eFitNesse.

Figure 4: FitNesse Web Interface

3.2 FitNesse

The implementation of eFitNesse is based on the FitNesse acceptance testing framework [7].
FitNesse is a collaboration and testing tool for software development. The main characteristic of
FitNesse is a wiki for creating test data and triggering tests. FitNesse also includes a web server
that hosts the wiki.

Technically, FitNesse is build together by two parts:

• Web server and Wiki

• Framework for Integrated Testing (FIT) [9]

While FitNesse is used to describe and trigger test cases, FIT is the engine that actually executes
the tests. FIT uses a tabular representation of test data in form of HTML, Word, or Excel. The
framework executes the tests and generates a result document. This representation of test data
can been seen as an executable requirements specification. FitNesse extends this tabular
representation for being used within a wiki. The connection between the wiki and the FIT
framework is established via so called Fixtures. A Fixture is a piece of Java code that can be
called by the wiki. Figure 5 shows this architecture.
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FitNesse is a great framework but has some limitations in the field of embedded and OSGi
computing. Embedded Java virtual machines (VM) and its class libraries that implement the
Java Micro Edition specification [8] differ from standard or enterprise Java VMs. The current
implementation of FitNesse requires at least Java 5 Standard Edition, which makes it unsuitable
for embedded Java VMs. Moreover, OSGi applications can hardly be tested with the framework.

Figure 5: Architecture of FitNesse

3.3 eFitNesse Implementation

In order to enable FitNesse for embedded OSGi programming, eFitNesse implements two major
modifications of the original source code:

1. The FitNesse code has been ported to Java Micro Edition CDC 1.1

2. FitNesse has been split up into two parts: the wiki and web server part and the actual FIT
test runner.

This distributed design has been greatly inspired by patang [10]. Patang is a framework for
testing server-side code. Figure 6 shows this separation.

Figure 6: eFitNesse splits FitNesse into two parts: wiki and web server part and the actual FIT
test runner.
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While wiki and web server remain on the development machine, the FIT test runner is located
on the target machine. Since FIT runs within a container like OSGi, access via the network,
preferably over HTTP, is the only way to control the test runner. For this purpose, eFitNesse
implements a special servlet, called the FitServlet, to manage this access. The OSGi HTTP
service is used to publish the servlet.

This simple design has some useful implications. First, as we separated the wiki from the actual
test runner, the embedded application can be tested remotely. Moreover, we can start the
application including the test runner in debugging mode. As a result, remote test cases can be
debugged remotely.

3.4 Additional Features

During development we discovered some other useful features that can make development more
comfortable.

One is the support for system analysis. In FitNesse, a test case is either true (green colored) or
false (red colored). We have now added a special test case (that is neither true nor false), which
can be used to analyze the current system. For example, the bundle runtime states or VM
parameters could be queried by this special test case.

The second additional feature is the support for standard JUnit test cases. FitNesse uses wiki test
tables in order to describe expected test data. However, there may exist test cases where
expected data has to be calculated during runtime. Of course, this can be done by FitNesse as
well, however doing so is not straight forward. JUnit offers all methods to quickly implement
such a test case. Moreover, by supporting standard JUnit test cases, tests become more portable
between different testing frameworks.

Both features have been implemented by special FitNesse Fixture classes.

3.5 Eclipse Integration

Using the wiki and web server on the development side requires some tasks like starting the web
server and setting up classpaths. Sometimes development teams waste a lot of time in managing
classpaths and setting up environments. In order to simplify starting wiki and web server and
setting up classpaths, Band XI [11] provides an Eclipse FitNesse plugin that takes care of these
error prone tasks. The plugin is available on their website.

4. Testing Conditional Access Systems with eFitNesse: A Success Story

This section describes a success story of using eFitNesse for testing SkiData’s conditional
access systems. SkiData is an international solution provider specializing in professional access
management and ticketing [13]. SkiData offers a wide range of solutions and services for
controlled access in the field of mountain destinations, shopping centers, airports, fair &
exhibition centers, car park operators, arenas, amusement parks, and much more.

In 2006 MicroDoc GmbH started a project with SkiData’s firmware department. MicroDoc
delivers first rate, high quality products, programming services, training and consulting for
customers in the embedded and enterprise space. MicroDoc’s Java expertise is used by
companies from various industries like financial, airline, automation, automotive, logistics and
IT. MicroDoc strongly beliefs in Open Source Software and is an active Eclipse and LBCN
member.
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The goal of the project was to develop a framework for writing control software for SkiData’s
custom hardware devices. The framework is based on OSGi and Java Micro Edition. The design
of the framework was aimed for a clear separation of business logic and framework logic. This
design preserves the distribution of domain knowledge competencies. While SkiData has expert
knowledge within the domain of access systems, MicroDoc’s experience comprises OSGi and
Java.

Access systems are long running, time-critical devices that have to deal with thousands of
accesses each day. Software quality is a key success factor within the domain of SkiData.
Moreover, SkiData has to deal with fast changing market requirements and keen competition.
These are some of the facts that motivated us to follow a test-driven approach in developing the
framework and its components. While performing detailed unit tests with JUnit, we introduced
eFitNesse within the project. Not only MicroDoc has used eFitNesse for quality assurance, but
also SkiData decided to integrate eFitNesse within their quality assurance department.

Figure 7: SkiData’s Freemotion Basic Gate

4.1 Freemotion Gate

To get an impression about SkiData devices, Figure 9 shows the Freemotion Basic Gate which
has been used as a reference platform during development. The product family of Freemotion
gates is used for access in mountain resorts. Freemotion is designed to deliver ultimate comfort
and protection against fraud and ticket misuse.

The basic version of the Freemotion gate’s devices include RFID and barcode scanners, sound,
lights, the turnstile, light sensors, and a graphical display. Each of these devices will be
controlled by a software module that runs within the framework.

4.2 Test Cases

The eFitNesse framework can be used for unit integration and acceptance testing. eFitNesse has
been used to test MicroDoc’s framework as well as SkiData’s module implementations. In this
section, we want to focus on implementations by SkiData.
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Figure 8: Unit Integration Tests for the Freemotion Gate.

4.2.1 Unit Integration Tests

Unit integration tests verify bundles and services. Each hardware device of the Freemotion gate
is controlled by one OSGi bundle. Figure 9 shows this scenario. Tests and bundles are actually
executed on the target embedded device.

For example, a typical test case for the light module is to verify if all lights work correctly.
Another test case is to verify if the display device draws GIF images correctly.

4.2.2 Acceptance Tests

Acceptance tests treat software as a black box. No detailed knowledge about internal modules is
assumed. Ideally, acceptance tests are part of the requirements specification that are used to
verify if the system meets its standards. When using acceptance tests, short iteration loops and
early customer involvement are important. FitNesse provides a sophisticated framework that
allows to combine tests and descriptive information to be collected in one place. We have used
eFitNesse, the embedded counterpart of FitNesse, in order to simplify the acceptance process of
our delivered component framework. Moreover, SkiData has used eFitNesse internally for inter-
departement delivery.
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Figure 9: Acceptance Tests for the Freemotion Gate.

Testing embedded systems that require user input is a hard task to achieve. Especially, testing
access systems always requires a volunteer to pass. To automate the process of people passing,
SkiData invented a sophisticated approach. A complete chain of actions when passing an access
station can be summarized by the following tasks:

• person arrives: this can be detected by light sensors

• person inserts ticket: the RFID or the barcode reader will be invoked

• if the ticket is valid, the turnstile opens

• person passes the turnstile: this can also be detected by light sensors.

SkiData has now installed hardware devices that can control the light sensors (hide/show) and
insert tickets into the card slot. This makes it possible to simulate a real person passing. Figure 9
shows this scenario.

In order to implement and control this test case, SkiData used eFitNesse. Start and evaluation of
the test case happen on the development machine. Moreover, the development machine also
controls the simulation hardware on the device. This is necessary to correlate expected and
actual results and actions.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a framework for testing embedded Java OSGi applications. The
framework is based on the acceptance testing framework FitNesse and implements the following
features:

• Java Micro Edition (J2ME) compliant

• OSGi compliant

• Remote Debugging support

• Remoting support

• System analysis support

• JUnit test cases support
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The value of tests strongly depends on the effort they require. If test setup and execution is very
costly and has to be done manually, testing slows down the development process considerably.
Ideally, tests should be integrated into a continuous build process. Currently, eFitNesse executes
automated tests but has to be triggered manually. Future work will focus on integration of
eFitNesse within a continuous build process like Cruise Control [12].
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Flyway- Database Migration Framework for Java

Axel Fontaine, http://www.axelfontaine.com

Flyway is a popular open-source database migration framework for Java. It brings structure and
confidence to the evolution of your database schema. It is really easy to use, yet powerful and
both developer and DBA-friendly. Flyway supports the industry’s most common databases
including Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, MySQL, PostgreSQL, HsqlDB, H2 and Derby. Migrations
can be written in plain old SQL or Java and can be executed through the API, the Maven plugin,
the Ant tasks or the Command-Line tool.

Web Site: http://flywaydb.org
Version Tested: 1.8
System Requirements: Java 5+, JDBC driver for your database
License & Pricing: Open Source, Apache 2.0 License, Free
Support: Stack Overflow (http://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/flyway), commercial
support and training from http://flywaydb.org/support

Why do you need a database migration tool?

In a Java project where data is persisted in a relational database, our software uses a JDBC
driver through which it talks to the database to store and query data. So far, so good.

But on all, but the most trivial projects, this isn’t the whole truth. We usually have to deal with
multiple environments (dev, test, production, etc) each containing separate instances of both the
software and the database. On the software side of things, this problem has been widely
addressed through the use of version control, automated and reproducible builds, continuous
integration and in some cases automated deployment. On the database side of things, we usually
find a different story. Many projects still rely on manually applied SQL scripts. And sometimes
not even that (a quick SQL statement here or there to fix a problem). And soon many questions
arise:

• What state is the database in on this machine?

• Has this script already been applied?

• Has the quick fix in production been applied in test afterwards?

• How do you set up a new database instance from scratch?

• Will our software run against our database in its current state?

More often than not the answer to these questions is: We don't know.

Database migration tools let you regain control of this mess. They allow you to:

• Recreate a database from scratch

• Make it clear at all times what state a database is in

• Review which changes have been applied when and by whom

• Migrate in a deterministic way from the current version of the database to a newer one

• Be confident that your software will run with the current state of the database

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
http://www.axelfontaine.com/
http://flywaydb.org/support
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Simple yet Powerful

Flyway is designed and built on the idea that adding database migrations to your project should
be as easy as possible. It is kept deliberately small. It strongly embraces convention over
configuration and its API is composed of just six main methods: clean, init, migrate, validate,
info and repair.

To know which state your database is in, Flyway relies on a special metadata table for all its
internal bookkeeping. Flyway creates it automatically when it is run for the first time. After that,
every time a migration is applied, its details are stored in that table. Flyway can then query it to
know which migrations have been applied, what the current version of the schema is and
whether the last migration succeeded or failed.

Flyway works very hard to support your existing infrastructure and to avoid lock-in. By default
Flyway works with plain old SQL scripts. Its parser, however, is very sophisticated. It allows
you to use both regular SQL statements and statements relying on database-specific extensions
such as PL/SQL and T-SQL. This enables you to easily define advanced indexes, stored
procedures, materialized views or any other object your database supports. You have the full
power of your database available to you and DBAs can easily assist you with their expertise. It
also makes it very easy to get started on existing projects. You can dump your schema using
your database’s native tools and apply the resulting SQL script as a first migration with virtually
no changes.

For more advanced scenarios where SQL may not be the best option anymore, Flyway supports
migrations written in Java. This is especially useful when dealing with BLOBs and CLOBs, and
for performing advanced data transformations such as smart column splitting (Think splitting
the country and area code out of phone numbers for example).

Reliable

Relying on a tool to deal with changes to your database requires trust. Flyway works very hard
to achieve and maintain this.

All migrations are run within transactions. On databases with support for DDL transactions
(PostgreSQL, DB2, SQL Server and Derby), Flyway will automatically roll back the entire
migration when a failure occurs and report an error. On all other databases the migration will be
marked as failed in the metadata table and an error will be reported. You will then have to
manually revert the changes and run Flyway’s repair command to fix the metadata table. This
follows the fail fast rule. It surfaces errors as soon as possible to avoid having them sneak
unnoticed through your system. Flyway also relies on careful locking to orchestrate concurrent
migration attempts. This is crucial for application startup in cluster environments.

Works within your environment

Flyway supports a large range of databases and can be run in a variety of ways to best suit your
environment.

The most powerful and effective way to run Flyway is on application startup through the API.
This allows you to bundle all migrations together with your application and have a single
deliverable you can throw at any environment. It will then automatically detect the state of the
database and migrate accordingly on startup, ensuring your application code will always work
against the database it is currently accessing.
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If for whatever reason this is not an option, Flyway supports other ways to run it, all equally
powerful, exposing the same commands and configuration options.

For Maven users, there is a Maven plugin. Like Flyway itself, it is of course also available from
Maven Central and can be defined like this in the POM:
<plugin>

    <groupId>com.googlecode.flyway</groupId>

    <artifactId>flyway-maven-plugin</artifactId>

    <version>1.8</version>

</plugin>

Ant users have an Antlib available to them. Ivy users can easily reference it by adding this line
to their configuration:
<dependency org="com.googlecode.flyway" name="flyway-ant" rev="1.8"/>

And for those who prefer the command-line or shell scripting, there is a standalone command-
line tool available supporting Windows, Linux and OSX.

Flyway supports the industry’s most common databases including Oracle, SQL Server, DB2,
MySQL, PostgreSQL, HsqlDB, H2 and Derby. It also works on Google AppEngine with full
support for Google Cloud SQL.

Getting started

Flyway is available for download from both Maven Central and the Flyway web site.
In this example we will use Maven as the build tool and H2 as the database.

Let’s start by adding the Flyway Maven plugin to our POM:
<plugin>

    <groupId>com.googlecode.flyway</groupId>

    <artifactId>flyway-maven-plugin</artifactId>

    <version>1.8</version>

    <configuration>

        <driver>org.h2.Driver</driver>

        <url>jdbc:h2:${project.build.directory}/testdb</url>

        <user>SA</user>

    </configuration>

    <dependencies>

        <dependency>

            <groupId>com.h2database</groupId>

            <artifactId>h2</artifactId>

            <version>1.3.168</version>

        </dependency>

    </dependencies>

</plugin>

Running mvn flyway:info shows that our database is still empty:
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | No migrations applied and no migrations pending                      |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+
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So far so good. We can now create our first migration following Flyway’s default naming
conventions. Flyway will scan the classpath and automatically pick it up. Through the naming
convention it will automatically detect both the version and the description of the migration.

File: src/main/resources/db/migration/V1__Initial_Migration.sql
CREATE TABLE test_user (

  name VARCHAR(25) NOT NULL,

  PRIMARY KEY(name)

);

After running mvn compile flyway:info, we now have our first pending migration
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      |                     | Pending |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

We apply it by running mvn compile flyway:migrate
[INFO] [flyway:migrate {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] Creating Metadata table: schema_version (Schema: PUBLIC)

[INFO] Current schema version: null

[INFO] Migrating to version 1

[INFO] Successfully applied 1 migration (execution time 00:00.038s).

The metadata table has been created and the migration has been successfully applied. Running
mvn compile flyway:info now shows the installation details.
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      | 2012-09-11 10:15:53 | Success |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

Let’s now add a second migration containing reference data.
File: src/main/resources/db/migration/V1_1__Reference_Data.sql
INSERT INTO test_user (name) VALUES ('Mr. T');

INSERT INTO test_user (name) VALUES ('Dr. No');

Again, mvn compile flyway:info will show it as pending.
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      | 2012-09-11 10:15:53 | Success |

[INFO] | 1.1         | Reference Data         |                     | Pending |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

Once it has been applied with mvn compile flyway:migrate, it is now marked as success.
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      | 2012-09-11 10:15:53 | Success |

[INFO] | 1.1         | Reference Data         | 2012-09-11 10:28:02 | Success |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+
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In development, it is also very easy to revert to an empty database to start over. Simply issue the
mvn flyway:clean flyway:info command.
[INFO] [flyway:clean {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] Cleaned database schema 'PUBLIC' (execution time 00:00.012s)

[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      |                     | Pending |

[INFO] | 1.1         | Reference Data         |                     | Pending |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

Both migrations are now pending again. Running mvn compile flyway:migrate takes us right
back to where we were.

Adding a Java migration is easy too. There again are sensible defaults and naming conventions
you can follow.
File: src/main/java/db/migration/V2__Age.sql
package db.migration;

import com.googlecode.flyway.core.api.migration.jdbc.JdbcMigration;

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.PreparedStatement;

public class V2__Age implements JdbcMigration {

    public void migrate(Connection connection) throws Exception {

        PreparedStatement statement =

            connection.prepareStatement("ALTER TABLE test_user ADD age INT");

        try {

            statement.execute();

        } finally {

            statement.close();

        }

    }

}

Running mvn compile flyway:migrate flyway:info produces the expected result:
[INFO] [flyway:info {execution: default-cli}]

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | Version     | Description            | Installed on        | State   |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

[INFO] | 1           | Initial Migration      | 2012-09-11 11:20:02 | Success |

[INFO] | 1.1         | Reference Data         | 2012-09-11 11:20:02 | Success |

[INFO] | 2           | Age                    | 2012-09-11 11:20:02 | Success |

[INFO] +-------------+------------------------+---------------------+---------+

Application Integration

Integrating Flyway directly in your application is very straightforward. It has zero required
dependencies. All you need to get started is the flyway-core JAR, the JDBC driver for your
database and Java 5+.

In a Spring application you can define it as a bean.
<bean id="flyway" class="com.googlecode.flyway.core.Flyway" init-method="migrate">

    <property name="dataSource" ref="..."/>

    ...

</bean>
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This bean can then be depended upon by ORM frameworks like Hibernate to ensure they always
have a fully up to date schema before starting up.
<bean id="sessionFactory" class="..." depends-on="flyway">

    ...

</bean>

If Spring isn’t your cup of tea, you can also rely on the easy Java API which effectively
achieves the same thing.
import com.googlecode.flyway.core.Flyway;

...

Flyway flyway = new Flyway();

flyway.setDataSource(...);

flyway.migrate();

Additional Flyway Features

Behind this apparent simplicity lies a powerful array of features to deal with a variety of
scenarios not discussed here, including:

• Validation: Through checksums Flyway can detect if migration scripts have been altered
after they have been applied. This can be a source of subtle errors and Flyway helps you
guard against it. Checksums are automatically calculated for SQL migrations and can be
optionally defined for Java ones.

• Multiple schema support: Flyway has built-in support for migrating, validating and cleaning
multiple schemas sharing the same lifecycle.

• OSGi support: Flyway fully supports the Equinox OSGi container and goes to great length
to ensure features like classpath scanning work flawlessly for both SQL and Java
migrations.

• Placeholder replacement: Placeholder replacement with configurable placeholder markers
(default: ${ }) is supported out of the box for SQL migrations.

• Multiple locations: Migrations can be loaded from multiple locations on the classpath. You
can vary these locations in your configuration according to your environment. This enables
you to have a location with test data being used in development, but excluded in production.

• Configurable naming: Whether it is the name of the metadata table, the locations to load the
migrations from, or the naming convention of the SQL and Java migrations, all are fully
configurable to your liking.

Next steps

At http://flywaydb.org you will find extensive documentation, a FAQ, downloads, the
changelog, the roadmap and more.

You will also find a comparison matrix of the most popular database migration tools available
for the Java platform, so you can pick the right tool for the job.

For questions, there is a Flyway tag on StackOverflow available for you to use.

Commercial Support and Training is available from http://flywaydb.org/support.

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
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Findbugs - Static Code Analysis of Java

Markus Sprunck, Software Engineering Candies;
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/

Findbugs is an open source tool for static code analysis of Java programs. It scans byte code for
so called bug pattern to find defects and/or suspicious code. Although Findbugs needs the
compiled class files it is not necessary to execute the code for the analysis. Working with
Findbugs helps to prevent from shipping avoidable issues. It is also an excellent motivation for
improving the skills of development teams to write better code in the first place.

Web Site: http://Findbugs.sourceforge.net/
Version Tested: Findbugs 2.0.1
System requirements: Java 1.5 or higher
License & Pricing: Open Source (Lesser GNU Public License)
Support: SourceForge Project (http://sourceforge.net/projects/Findbugs/)

What can I do with Findbugs?

Findbugs scans for possible bugs in Java software. Each finding is reported as a warning, but
not all of these warnings are necessarily defects, e.g. warnings referring to possible performance
issues. The terms bug or bug pattern are used in a misleading way by Findbugs. A better way
would be to talk just about warnings. In the following article, the term warning will be used. All
warnings are classified in four ranks: (i) scariest, (ii) scary, (iii) troubling and  (iv) of concern.
This is a hint to the developer about the possible impact/severity of the warnings. The current
version reports 400 warnings in the nine categories:

Category Number Samples

Correctness 142
Illegal format string
Null value is guaranteed to be dereferenced
Call to equals() comparing unrelated class and interface

Bad practice 84
Confusing method names
Method may fail to close stream
Comparison of String parameter using == or !=

Dodgy code 71
Useless control flow
Integer remainder modulo 1
Redundant null check of value known to be null

Multithreaded
Correctness 45

A thread was created using the default empty run method
Class's writeObject() method is synchronized but nothing else
is

Performance 27 Method concatenates strings using + in a loop
Method invokes inefficient Boolean constructor

Malicious Code
Vulnerability 15 Finalizer should be protected, not public

Field isn't final and can't be protected from malicious code

Security 11 Hardcoded constant database password
A prepared statement is generated from a variable String

Experimental 3 Method may fail to clean up stream or resource

Internationalization 2 Consider using Locale parameterized version of invoked
method

Table 1: Selected Findbugs Warnings by Category

https://plus.google.com/u/0/117292523089281814301?rel=author
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/
http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html
http://sourceforge.net/projects/findbugs/
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The authors of Findbugs report an average rate of false warnings of less than 50%. This is a
fairly good value, but in practice even not all the true warnings will be fixed by developers due
to different reasons. Because of this, it is necessary to deactivate some warnings.

Findbugs provides the possibility to uncomment wrong and/or unwanted warnings. There are
two ways to remove warnings (i) the entire warning is switched off for all classes in the project
settings or (ii) single warnings can be disabled for certain piece of code (e.g. with the annotation
@edu.umd.cs.Findbugs.annotations.SuppressWarnings).

It is possible to develop Findbugs custom detectors (own rules) and/or integrate third party
detectors.

What is new in version 2.0?

• Findbugs version 2.0 supports 24 new warnings

• Detection of problems identified by JSR-305 annotations is now possible

• A new attribute bug rank has been introduced. This bug rank is a number between 1 and 20
and grouped in four values:

• Scariest (1-4),

• Scary (5-9),

• Troubling (10-14) and

• Of Concern (rank 15-20)

• The term priority has been renamed to confidence to avoid misconceptions with the bug
rank

• Simplifications of the command line interface

• Support for the Google Core Libraries for Java (Guava)

• Easier to define Findbugs plug-in

• some other improvements

Integrations and User Interfaces of Findbugs

Findbugs can be executed in many different ways from command line, builds or in IDEs.
Available integrations are:

• Command Line, Ant and Standalone GUI (see
http://Findbugs.sourceforge.net/downloads.html)

• Eclipse (see http://Findbugs.cs.umd.edu/eclipse)

• Maven (see http://mojo.codehaus.org/Findbugs-maven-plugin)

• Netbeans (see http://jetbrains.dzone.com/tips/intellij-idea-finds-bugs)

• Hudson (see http://wiki.hudson-ci.org/display/HUDSON/Findbugs+Plugin)

• IntelliJ (see http://code.google.com/p/Findbugs/wiki/IntellijFindbugsPlugins)

http://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/
http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/downloads.html
http://findbugs.cs.umd.edu/eclipse
http://mojo.codehaus.org/findbugs-maven-plugin
http://jetbrains.dzone.com/tips/intellij-idea-finds-bugs
http://wiki.hudson-ci.org/display/HUDSON/FindBugs+Plugin
http://code.google.com/p/findbugs/wiki/IntellijFindBugsPlugins
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Installation of Eclipse Plug-In

The Eclipse plug-in work with Eclipse 3.x releases from 3.3. The plug-in runs under Java 1.5 or
newer.

For Eclipse 4.2 (Juno) the next steps install the plug-in:

1. In Eclipse, click on Help | Install New Software… and press Add button.

• Insert Name: Findbugs

• Insert URL: http://Findbugs.cs.umd.edu/eclipse

• press OK button

2. You should see Findbugs in the list. Select the entry and press Next button.

3. You should see the Install Details without errors and press Next button.

4. Select the "I accept the terms of the license agreement" option and click Finish button.

5. The plug-in is not digitally signed. Go ahead and install it anyway. (press OK button)

6. Click Yes to make Eclipse restart itself.

Working with Eclipse Plug-in

Working with Findbugs in Eclipse is easy and strait forward. To run the analysis, select your
Java project or class. In the context menu you find then an entry Find Bugs (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Start Findbugs with context menu.

After the analysis is ready you may change to the Findbugs Perspective (see Figure 2) of
Eclipse.

The menu entry
Find Bugs starts the
analysis of the selected
project of class.

The menu entry
Clear Bug Markers
removes warnings again.

http://findbugs.cs.umd.edu/eclipse
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Figure 2: Findbugs Perspective.

The Findbugs Eclipse Plug-In offers various opportunities for customization of how to show and
filter warnings. (see Figure 3). It is worth to spend some time to see the differences with
changed parameters.

Figure 3 Customization of Findbugs in the Preferences dialog.

There is also a possibility to create file filters. This can be helpful to exclude parts of the project
like the test code for instance.

Here a reset to
default values
can be done.

Project specific
and global
customizations
are possible.

Small 'bug' icons mark the code
line with a warning. The color of
the icons indicate the category of a
warning.

Each warning has a short description
and some meta data, e.g.
Confidence: High
Rank: Scariest (3)
Pattern: RV_RETURN_VALUE_IGNORED
Type: RV,
Category: CORRECTNESS

The overview of all warnings can be
customized, grouped and filtered.
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Documentation

The documentation of FindBugs is actually a field for improvement. The online documentation
is partly outdated and/or could go more in detail. The descriptions of the warnings in the online
documentation are concise and well written. Unfortunately, some parts of the description are not
easy to understand, even for experienced Java developers.

Conclusion

The new version of Findbugs provides again a lot of improvements and is more powerful than
ever. The only point of criticism is the documentation that is not up-to-date and lacks examples.

Findbugs is a good choice to start with static code analysis in your software project in the first
place. With Findbugs you can detect the "low hanging fruits" of the code and this helps to
convince the developers to accept and use static code analysis.

Other tools like PMD or Checkstyle focus more on anti-pattern, coding style and/or coding
conventions. If you start with static code analysis, it will be important to convince developers
(and management) about the added value the tool. Here it is easier to discuss about a warning
like "Null value is guaranteed to be dereferenced" than a sometimes esoteric discussion about
naming convention and/or style.

Further Reading

Tutorial - Findbugs Warnings By Sample (Basics)
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/Findbugstmwarningsbysample-parti

Tutorial - Findbugs Warnings By Sample (Database & Security)
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/Findbugstmwarningsbysample-partii

Tutorial - Findbugs Warnings By Sample (Exception Handling & Control Flow)
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-
1/Findbugstmwarningsbysampleexceptionhandlingandcontrolflow

Tutorial - Findbugs Warnings By Sample (@Nonnull and @CheckReturnValue of JSR-305)
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-
1/Findbugstmwarningsbysamplenonnullandcheckreturnvalueofjsr-305

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/point+of+criticism.html
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysample-parti
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysample-partii
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysampleexceptionhandlingandcontrolflow
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysampleexceptionhandlingandcontrolflow
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysamplenonnullandcheckreturnvalueofjsr-305
http://www.sw-engineering-candies.com/blog-1/findbugstmwarningsbysamplenonnullandcheckreturnvalueofjsr-305
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PESTT – PESTT Educational Software Testing Tool

Francisco Martins, fmartins [at] di.fc.ul.pt,  Rui Gameiro, rrui.gameiro [at] gmail.com
LaSIGE & University of Lisbon, Faculty of Sciences.

PESTT is an open source Eclipse plug-in for unit testing of Java methods. It started as a tool
specially tailored for teaching how to test software, but can be very well used in other scenarios.
The current version supports the testing of methods based on control flow graph coverage
criteria. Its suits well the teaching of software testing classes, because of its careful designed UI
and its smoothly integration with the Eclipse IDE. The testing concepts are well organized: a
view for the control flow graph (automatically generated from the method’s source code), a
view with the supported coverage criteria arranged in such a way that it is easy to visualize
which criteria subsumes others, a view for manipulating test requirements and its explanation
both in terms of the control flow graph and of the source code, a view for the test paths, another
for coverage statistics, yet another for data flow information, and all these views integrated
together to give as much information as possible to the test engineer. It provides integration with
JUnit and reconstructs run paths of each test method, computing statistics either for each test
method or for the complete test set. PESTT distinguishes from other coverage analysis testing
tools because it is not just a node and branch coverage analyzer. Among other things, it supports
many other “more powerful” coverage criteria and assists the test engineer in the various tasks
of the testing activity.

Web Site: http://pestt.github.com
Eclipse update site: http://pestt.github.com/updateSite
Version Tested: 0.5
System Requirements: Eclipse 3.7 or greater
License & Pricing: Eclipse Public License
Support: The PESTT team will handle issues reported either by submitting a GitHub issue or
via PESTT e-mail address pestt@di.fc.ul.pt.

PESTT by Example

This section illustrates how PESTT can assist in the various activities of the testing process
through the description of several use case scenarios for unit testing based on Control Flow
Graphs (CFGs) - a representation, using graph notation, of all paths that might be traversed
through a program during its execution. Consider the following method for determining the
average of the even elements of a vector of integers, ignoring the first n elements.

// @pre: v.length > 0
public double evenAverageExceptN (int [] v, int n) {
  int sum = 0;
  int count = 0;
  for (int i = 0; i < v.length; i++)
    if (v[i] % 2 == 0)
      if (n == 0) {
        sum += v[i];
        count++;
      } else
          n--;
  return (double) sum / count;
}

http://pestt.github.com/
http://pestt.github.com/updateSite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depiction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_(mathematics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Execution_(computers)
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Control Flow Graph Generation

The first task to perform is to draw the CFG of the method. It is usually a quick and easy task to
do, but as other tasks that we will see below, it is tedious and repetitive. PESTT fully automates
this task by the clicking of a button from the toolbar ( ). The selected method’s CFG appears
in the Graph view (right) as illustrated below.

CFG for method evenAverageExceptN

Note that the graph edges are decorated with information about guards (for loops and branch
commands), indication of break or continue, etc. Sometimes this information makes difficult
the reading of the CFG (for example, when guards are extensive), but the test engineer has the
ability to remove it partially or completely.

An interesting feature is the ability to link CFG nodes with the corresponding source code
instructions and vice-versa.  It is of special importance in the scenarios described below, in
particular, when the graph is complicated and the mental correspondence starts becoming
blurred.

Linking a CFG node with source code
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Linking source code with a CFG node

Selecting a coverage criteria and computing the requirements set

Tests based on graphs implicitly group input space values according to the execution paths they
originate; those that originate the same execution path are considered identical for testing
purposes. But is it possible to test all execution paths of a method? In general it is not the case,
since, for instance, a method with a loop has an infinite number of execution paths. Thus, the
methodology chosen is to follow a coverage criterion - a collection of rules that defines the set
of requirements to be tested.

In the case of tests based on CFGs, these requirements represent paths in the CFG that must be
traversed by the execution of the method. The literature defines several testing coverage criteria
as, for example, visiting all nodes in the graph, which amounts to execute all instructions of the
method, or visiting all graph edges, which is equivalent to exercise the method in order to
traverse all its branches.

The test engineer needs to determine the set of test requirements based on a coverage criterion
that she finds appropriate to test the method. Some of these criteria, e.g., prime paths or all
definition-uses, are cumbersome to compute and it is easy to incur in errors during its
calculation.

PESTT supports most of the common coverage criteria based on CFGs. The following figure
shows the criteria that PESTT offers, organized in a directed graph according to its “power”; if a
criterion has one edge directed to another, for example, from Edge Coverage to Node Coverage,
it means that any set of tests that satisfies the requirements produced by Edge Coverage also
satisfies those produced by Node Coverage. In this situation it is said that Edge Coverage
subsumes Node Coverage.
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CFG coverage criteria supported by PESTT

To generate the test requirements set, the test engineer chooses a coverage criterion, for
instance, Prime Path Coverage, from the Graph Coverage Criteria view (beside the Graph
view). Then, simply pressing the refresh button from the Structural Coverage Criteria view
(bottom), the set of requirements appear in the left part of this view (refer to the figure above).
When selecting a test requirement, it is drawn in the CFG and, if the link to the source code is
active, the instructions corresponding to this path are highlighted, thus identifying better which
code needs to be tested to satisfy this requirement.

Planning the tests to perform

Devising a test case involves determining the input values needed to run the method under test
and to identify its expected outcome. For complicated tests, e.g., testing embedded applications,
extra information might be needed, but it is not the case for the running example.

The test-planning task aims at realizing which tests need to be performed to cover all test
requirements. Each test represents a valid path in the CFG from the starting node (displayed in a
green background) to one of the finish nodes (in red), denoted test path. A test path satisfies a
test requirement if the latter is a sub path of the former. It is said in this case that the test path
tours the requirement. A test path may tour more than one test requirement.

It is up to the test engineer to design the test case, determine the test path, and identify which
requirements it satisfies. She should repeat this activity until all requirements are covered, i.e.,
until she achieves 100% coverage level, which is not always possible (c.f., below section on
infeasible tests).

PESTT assists in test planning by allowing the test engineer to add paths and by computing the
coverage level both for the added path and for all paths. The central part of the Structural
Coverage Criteria view is reserved for test paths. This area is intended not only for the planning
of test cases, but also for gathering the results of its execution (see below paragraph on test
implementation). PESTT makes available operations for adding, removing, and editing test
paths.
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When a test path is selected, it is drawn in the Graph view and if the source code link is active it
highlights executed instructions in green and those not run in red. For the running example, a set
of test paths that guarantees 100% coverage level is given in the table below.

Id Test paths
1 [0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 2]
2 [0, 1, 3, 4, 7, 6, 1, 3, 4, 7, 6, 1, 2]
3 [0, 1, 3, 6, 1, 3, 4, 7, 6, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 3, 6, 1, 2]

Infeasible Tests

Test requirements are generated from all valid CFG paths prescribed by the rules of the chosen
coverage criterion. This means that there may be syntactically valid paths that are not possible
to obtain from any run of the method. These paths—not semantically admissible—are denoted
as infeasible requirements. The running example contains two infeasible paths, although due to
different reasons. Path [0, 1, 2] is infeasible because the method’s precondition (v.length > 0)
requires that vector v must have at least one element.

The second situation relates to the method’s semantics. Even though [5, 6, 1, 3, 4, 7] is a prime
path, corresponding to the execution of the then branch (when n==0), and, in the following
loop iteration, executing the else branch, it is not semantically valid, since when variable n
reaches zero its value remains the same until the end of the loop.

An infeasible path is never going to be satisfied by any test, which prevents from reaching 100%
coverage. In PESTT we can identify infeasible paths by selecting a test requirement and
marking it as such. For now, this information is being recorded in method’s javadoc and serves
both for test documentation and for identifying these paths as infeasible in future method tests.

Sometimes it might be desirable to test sub paths of an infeasible path. PESTT provides
operations to add, remove, and edit test requirements in order to manage the requirements set
manually. This information is also recorded in the method’s javadoc and is automatically used
in further testing.

Writing Tests and Test Scripts

After identifying the test paths that maximize the coverage level, possibly identifying infeasible
requirements, the test engineer can write the test cases. Ideally, test execution should be
automated by writing test scripts, for instance, in JUnit format. As a result test (re-)execution is
going to be automatic. Below is a Java class that satisfies prime paths coverage criterion for the
running example. PESTT, for now, does not generate tests from the requirements.
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This process is left entirely for the test engineer.

class EvenAverageTest{

       @Test
       public void twoEvenNZero() {
                EvenAverage o = new EvenAverage ();
                System.out.println(o.evenAverageExceptN (new int [] {2,4}, 0));
        }

        @Test
        public void twoEvenNThree () {
                EvenAverage o = new EvenAverage ();
                System.out.println(o.evenAverageExceptN (new int [] {2,4}, 3));
        }

        @Test
        public void oddEvenEvenOddNOne() {
                EvenAverage o = new EvenAverage ();
                System.out.println(o.evenAverageExceptN (new int [] {1, 2, 4, 5}, 1));
        }
}

Test Execution

PESTT supports integration with JUnit. When running tests, JUnit presents a report identifying
the tests that have executed successfully and the ones that have failed. Determining the path
executed by each test is critical to compute the coverage level and to find out which test
requirements were satisfied. PESTT automates this task and provides statistics on the coverage
level, as well as the requirements that have been met.

PESTT provides a specific launch environment to run JUnit tests, to keep track of the path
executed by each test, and to be able to compute the coverage level and other statistics. The
environment is similar to that of JUnit, presents the same JUnit views, but instrument class byte
code so it can, afterwards, identify the run path of each test. It uses the CFG to derive a script
for code instrumentation. Thereafter, it analyses the result and reconstructs the path executed by
each test method. From there, it determines the satisfied requirements, coverage level, and
further statistics. This is one of the features that distinguish PESTT from other coverage analysis
tools: the ability to handle coverage criteria other then node and edge coverage.

When selecting a test path, PESTT shows whether each test requirement have been satisfied (in
green and with state ) or not (in red and with state ). Infeasible test requirements are marked
as  as well, but are colored blue to distinguish from those that have been met. The right hand
side of the view contains self-explanatory test statistics for the selected test path. The final step
consists in writing a set of tests that have the execution paths identified previously (refer to the
table and the Java class above).
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By adding more than one test path it appears a total option (as a path) that shows statistics for
all test paths as illustrated below.

It is also possible to set different tour types, checking sub path alternatives. To set it, press the
visit type button ( ) and select the Tour, Sidetrip, or Detour option. For example, test path [0,
1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 1, 2] does not tour requirement [0, 1, 2] (the requirement is not its sub path), but
it sidetrips and detours the requirement. Notice that [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1] corresponds to a loop
iteration.

PESTT has many more features, like data flow views, that we leave for the interested reader to
find out by trying the tool. Until mid 2013 we plan to extend PESTT in two directions: address
mutation testing and implement refactoring patterns to rewrite classes in such a way that they
can be unit tested; unfortunately, much of the software written today is not testable. We want
PESTT to detect and provide assistance in refactoring such source code.
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Open Twebst - Web Automation for Internet Explorer

Adrian Dorache, CodeCentrix, www.codecentrix.com

Open Twebst is an open source web automation framework for Internet Explorer browser that
can be used within any environment that supports COM, from scripting languages JScript,
VBScript to high level programming languages C#, VB.Net, VBA/Excel, Python, C++.

The framework includes two components: Open Twebst Web Recorder that automatically
generates most of the IE automation code and Open Twebst Library which is a collection of
programmable objects that creates a web automation API.

Web site: http://open-twebst.codecentrix.com/
Current version:  1.1
System requirements: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 + IE 6.0 – 9.0
License & Pricing: open source, GPL v3 (http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html)
Support: for programming and features related questions about the product we strongly
encourage you to use Twebst Google Group at:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/twebst-automation-studio
Installation: the installation runs smoothly through a NSIS installer.
Documentation: http://doc.codecentrix.com/ (the setup comes with a CHM help file as well).

Features:

• Start new IE browsers and navigate to a specified URL.

• Connect to existing browsers.

• Get full programmatic control over HTML elements and frames.

• Intuitive names for HTML elements using the text that appears on the screen.

• Advanced search of browsers and HTML elements using wildcards.

• Perform actions on all HTML controls (button, combo-box, list-box, edit-box, upload
control).

• Simulates user behavior generating hardware or browser events.

• Get access to native interfaces exposed by Internet Explorer so you don't need to learn new
things if you already know IE web programming.

• Synchronize web actions and navigation by waiting the page to complete in a specified
timeout.

• Available from any programming/scripting language that supports COM

• Optimized search methods and collections.

• Easily create web macros through an intuitive graphical interface.

• Generate web automation code using the language of your choice: Python, JScript,
VBScript, C#, VB.Net, Watir.

• Record web actions on all HTML web controls (anchor, button, combo-box, list-box, edit-
box)

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
http://www.codecentrix.com/
http://open-twebst.codecentrix.com/
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You can create a script simply recording your actions on the web page. Here is a picture of
Open Twebst Web Recorder generating JScript code:

Code sample:

var core    = new ActiveXObject('OpenTwebst.Core');
var browser = core.StartBrowser('http://mail.yahoo.com/’);

browser.FindElement('input text', 'id=username').InputText('codecentrix');
browser.FindElement('input password', 'id=passwd').InputText('1234');
browser.FindElement('button', 'id=.save').Click();

The script above automates the login page on Yahoo email web site. First we need a Core object
to start a new Browser. Once we have the browser object we can search for HTML objects
inside the web page.
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FindElement method waits the page to be completely loaded before searching the DOM. Its
behavior can be customized using several properties like: loadTimeout, searchTimeout and
loadTimeoutIsError.

Once we have the Element, we can perform actions on it like: Click, InputText, Select. These
automation methods simulate user actions generating all the relevant HTML events on target
object.

Random facts:

Open Twebst Library contains only 5 types of objects: Core, Browser, Frame, Element and
ElementList.

Open Twebst Web Recorder supports the following languages: VBScript, JScript, C#, VB.Net,
Python and Watir.

While looking for HTML objects inside DOM, the whole frame/iframe hierarchy is taken into
account. It works even for frames/iframes loaded from different domains bypassing cross
domain security restrictions.

It can automate pop-ups and HTML modal/modeless dialog boxes. See: ClosePrompt,
ClosePopup, FindModelessHtmlDialog and FindModalHtmlDialog.

You can gain access to native IHTMLElement and IWebBrowser2 objects exposed by IE using
nativeElement and nativeBrowser properties.

You can attach to existing IE browser and even IE web browser controls embedded in other
applications using FindBrowser method.

Wildcards can be used when searching for HTML objects in the web page. See: Search
Conditions.

It works with all Internet Explorer versions from 6.0 to 9.0 + support for protected mode.

Further Readings

Open Twebst web-site: http://open-twebst.codecentrix.com/

Documentation: http://doc.codecentrix.com/

Twebst Google Group: https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/twebst-automation-studio

www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
www.methodsandtools.com
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Better Software and Agile Development Conference East,
November 4-9 2012, Rosen Shingle Creek, Orlando, FL
Attend the Better Software and Agile Development Conference East
and you’ll become a better, more informed software professional
with an outward, customer-focused view of development. Learn
about the latest tools, trends, and issues regarding project
management, people and teams, software testing and QA, software
requirements, process improvement, metrics, design, and
architecture.

Register by October 5 and save up to $200 with Super Early Bird
pricing, plus mention promo code MHCE for an additional $200 off

Go to http://www.sqe.com/go?MTTABS1012

Advertising for a new Web development tool? Looking to recruit
software developers? Promoting a conference or a book?
Organizing software development training? This classified
section is waiting for you at the price of US $ 30 each line.
Reach more than 50'000 web-savvy software developers and project
managers worldwide with a classified advertisement in Methods &
Tools. Without counting the 1000s that download the issue each
month without being registered and the 60'000 visitors/month of
our web sites! To advertise in this section or to place a page
ad simply http://www.methodsandtools.com/advertise.php
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